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KODAIRA DIMENSION OF IRREGULAR VARIETIES
JUNGKAI ALFRED CHEN AND CHRISTOPHER D. HACON
Abstract. Let f : X → Y be an algebraic fiber space with gen-
eral fiber F . If Y is of maximal Albanese dimension, we show that
κ(X) ≥ κ(Y ) + κ(F ).
1. Introduction
Iitaka’s Cn,m conjecture states:
Conjecture 1.1. Let f : X → Y be an algebraic fiber space with
generic geometric fiber F , dimX = n and dim Y = m. Then
κ(X) ≥ κ(Y ) + κ(F ).
This conjecture is of fundamental importance in the classification of
higher dimensional complex projective varieties. It is known to hold in
many important special cases; amongst these:
(1) if κ(Y ) = dim Y , (cf. [Kawamata81] and [Viehweg82]),
(2) if κ(F ) = dimF , (cf. [Kolla´r87]),
(3) if F has a good minimal model (cf. [Kawamata85]), and
(4) if dimY = 1, (cf. [Kawamata82]).
In this paper we will prove the following:
Theorem 1.2. If Y is of maximal Albanese dimension then Conjecture
1.1 holds.
Recall that by definition Y is of maximal Albanese dimension if and
only if its Albanese morphism Y → Alb(Y ) is generically finite. Note
that if Y is a curve of non-negative Kodaira dimension (i.e. genus
g ≥ 1), then Y is of maximal Albanese dimension. Therefore, we
obtain an independent proof of the result of [Kawamata82] mentioned
above.
We also prove a conjecture of Ueno:
Theorem 1.3. Let X be a smooth complex projective variety of Kodaira
dimension 0. Then the Albanese morphism a : X → A is an algebraic
fiber space (i.e. it is surjective with connected fibers) and if F is the
general fiber of a, then κ(F ) = 0.
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Proof. The fact that a : X → A is an algebraic fiber space is shown in
[Kawamata81]. By (1.2), we have 0 = κ(X) ≥ κ(F ) + κ(A) = κ(F ).
Since κ(X) ≥ 0, we have κ(F ) ≥ 0 and so κ(F ) = 0. 
We remark that in [CH09] we showed a weaker version of (1.3),
namely we showed that κ(F ) ≤ dimA. In this paper we will make use
of some of the techniques of [CH09] and in particular we will make use
of multiplier ideal sheaf techniques, Kolla´r vanishing theorems and the
Fourier-Mukai transform.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation. We work over the field of complex numbers C.
LetX be a smooth complex projective variety, then theKodaira di-
mension κ(X) ∈ {−∞, 0, 1, . . . , dimX} is defined as follows: κ(X) =
−∞ if |mKX | = ∅ for all m > 0 and otherwise
κ(X) = max{dimφ|mKX |(X)|m > 0}.
Let f : X → Y be a projective morphism of normal varieties, then f
is an algebraic fiber space if f is surjective with connected general
geometric fiber F = FX/Y .
If D is a divisor on a projective variety, then B(D) = ∩m>0Bs(mD)
denotes the stable base locus of D and if Vi ⊂ |iD| is a sequence of
linear series such that Vi · Vj ⊂ Vi+j , then B(V•) = ∩m>0Bs(Vm) is the
stable base locus of V•.
2.2. Fourier Mukai transform. Let P be the normalized Poincare´
bundle on A×Aˆ and Sˆ be the functor from the category of OA-modules
to that of OAˆ-modules defined by
Sˆ(M) = πAˆ,∗(P ⊗ π
∗
AM).
By [Mukai81, 2.2] we have an isomorphisms of functors
RS ◦RSˆ ∼= (−1A)
∗[−g] and RSˆ ◦RS ∼= (−1Aˆ)
∗[−g]
so that RS gives an equivalence of categories between D(Aˆ) and D(A)
(and similarly for Db, D−qc and D
−
c ).
By [Mukai81, 3.1, 3.8] we have
∆A ◦RS ∼= ((−1A)
∗ ◦RS ◦∆Aˆ)[g], and
RS ◦ T ∗xˆ
∼= (⊗P−xˆ) ◦RS, RS ◦ (⊗Px) ∼= T
∗
x ◦RS.
If L is an ample line bundle on Aˆ, then there is an isogeny φL : Aˆ→ A
defined by φL(aˆ) = t
∗
aˆL
∨ ⊗ L. Then Lˆ = R0S(L) is a vector bundle
on A such that φ∗L(Lˆ
∨) ∼= L⊕h where h = h0(L). We will need the
following:
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf on A. Then
Dk(RΓ(F ⊗ Lˆ
∨)) ∼= RΓ(RSˆ(DA(F))⊗ L).
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Proof. This is an easy consequence of Groethendieck Duality and the
projection formula (see the beginning of the proof of [Hacon04, 1.2]).

3. Adjoint ideals
3.1. Adjoint ideals. The following definition is due to Takagi (cf.
[Eisenstein10, 3.3]).
Definition 3.1. Let F ⊂ X be a smooth subvariety of codimension g in
a smooth variety and D a Q-divisor whose support does not contain F .
Let µ : X ′ → X be the blow up of X along F with reduced exceptional
divisor E, ν : X ′′ → X ′ a log resolution of (X ′, µ−1(F ) + µ−1(D)) and
let π = µ ◦ ν. Then we define
adjF (X,D) := π∗OX′′(⌈KX′′/X − π
−1D − g · π−1F + ν−1∗ E⌉).
Note that
adjF (X,D) ⊂ J (X,D) := π∗OX′′(⌈KX′′/X − π
−1D⌉).
By [Eisenstein10, 5.1] we have:
Theorem 3.2. With the above notation, there is a short exact sequence
0→ J (X, gF +D)→ adjF (X,D)→ J (F,D|F )→ 0.
Assume now that a : X → A is a morphism of smooth projective
varieties Z ⊂ A is a finite union of closed points with corresponding
ideal mZ ⊂ OA and that F = a
−1(Z) ⊂ X is a union of fibers.
Corollary 3.3. Let H and L be Cartier divisors on A and D0 be a
Cartier divisor on X such that
(1) H is very ample and OA(gH)⊗mZ is generated,
(2) D ∼Q D0 + ǫa
∗H for some ǫ ≥ 0, and
(3) L− (g + ǫ)H is ample (resp. L− (2g + ǫ)H is ample),
then
H i(A, a∗(ωX(D0 + a
∗L)⊗ adjF (X,D))) = 0 ∀i > 0
(resp. a∗(ωX(D0 + a
∗L)⊗ adjF (X,D)) is generated).
Proof. Let µ : X ′ → X be the blow up of F and let E be the exceptional
divisor, then (cf. [Lazarsfeld04, 9.2.33])
J (X, gF +D) = µ∗
(
J (X ′, gE + µ∗D)⊗OX′(KX′/X)
)
.
Let G ∼Q gH be a general Q-divisor vanishing along Z ⊂ A to order
g. Let ν : X ′′ → X ′ be a log resolution of (X ′, E + µ∗D + µ∗a∗G) and
π = µ ◦ ν, then ⌊π∗a∗G⌋ = gν∗E and
J (X, gF +D) = π∗OX′′(KX′′/X − ⌊π
∗(D + a∗G)⌋).
Since
π∗(D0+a
∗L)−⌊π∗(D+a∗G)⌋ ∼Q {π
∗(D+a∗G)}+π∗a∗(L− (g+ ǫ)H),
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it follows that by Kolla´r vanishing (cf. [Kolla´r95, 10.15]) that
Riπ∗OX′′(KX′′/X + π
∗D0 − ⌊π
∗(D + a∗G)⌋) = 0 ∀i > 0,
Ria∗(ωX(D0)⊗J (X, gF+D)) = R
i(a◦π)∗OX′′(KX′′+π
∗D0−⌊π
∗(D+a∗G)⌋)
is torsion free for all i and
H i(A, a∗(ωX(D0 + a
∗L)⊗J (X, gF +D))) =
H i(A, (a ◦ π)∗OX′′(KX′′ + π
∗(D0 + a
∗L)− ⌊π∗(D + a∗G)⌋)) = 0
for all i > 0. Since a∗ (ωF (D0|F )⊗J (F,D|F )) is supported on the
finite subset Z ⊂ A, it follows that we have a short exact sequence
0→ a∗ (ωX(D0 + a
∗L)⊗J (X, gF +D))
→ a∗ (ωX(D0 + a
∗L)⊗ adjF (X,D))
→ a∗ (ωF (D0|F )⊗ J (F,D|F ))→ 0.
We also have
H i(A, a∗ (ωF (D0|F )⊗ J (F,D|F ))) = 0 ∀i > 0
and hence H i(A, a∗ (ωX(D0 + a
∗L)⊗ adjF (X,D))) = 0 for i > 0 as
required.
The remaining statement is a standard consequence of Castelnuovo-
Mumford regularity (see eg. [Lazarsfeld04, 1.8.3]). 
From now on we assume that F ⊂ X is a general fiber of a morphism
a : X → A from a smooth projective variety X to an abelian variety
A. We may choose the origin 0 ∈ A so that F = X0 is the fiber over 0.
If V is a linear series such that F is not contained in Bs(V ) and
D ∈ V is general, we define the ideal
adjF (X, c · V ) = adjF (X, c ·D).
Lemma 3.4. With the above notation, we have
adjF (X, c · V ) ⊃ adjF (X, c ·D
′),
for any D′ ∈ V such that F 6⊂ Supp(D′).
Proof. Standard. 
If Vi ⊂ |iL| is a sequence of linear series such that Vi · Vj ⊂ Vi+j and
F 6⊂ B(V•), then we let
adjF (X, c · ||V•||) =
⋃
i>0
adjF (X,
c
i
·Di)
where Di ∈ Vi is general. Recall that as X is Noetherian, we have
adjF (X, c · ||V•||) = adjF (X,
c
i
·Di) for all i > 0 sufficiently divisible.
Fixm > 0 andDF ∈ |mKF |. By a result of Viehweg (cf. [Viehweg83],
[Viehweg95] and [Kolla´r95]), for any rational number ǫ > 0, the map
|t(mKX + ǫa
∗H)| → |tmKF |
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is surjective for all t > 0 sufficiently divisible. Let
Vt,ǫ,DF = {G ∈ |t(mKX + ǫa
∗H)| s.t. G|F = tDF}.
Note that Vi,ǫ,DF · Vj,ǫ,DF ⊂ Vi+j,ǫ,DF and so we define the ideal
adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||) :=
⋃
t>0
adjF (X,
1
t
· Vt,ǫ,DF ).
3.2. Descending chains of adjoint ideals.
Lemma 3.5. For any 0 < ǫ′ < ǫ we have
adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ′,DF ||) ⊂ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||).
Proof. We can pick t > 0 sufficiently divisible such that
adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||) = adjF (X,
1
t
· Vt,ǫ,DF ) and
adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ′,DF ||) = adjF (X,
1
t
· Vt,ǫ′,DF ).
Moreover, we have
Vt,ǫ′,DF + |t(ǫ− ǫ
′)a∗H| ⊂ Vt,ǫ,DF .
Pick a general G ∈ Vt,ǫ′,DF so that adjF (X,
1
t
· Vt,ǫ′,DF ) = adjF (X,
1
t
·
G). If G′ ∈ |t(ǫ− ǫ′)a∗H| is general, then adjF (X,
1
t
· G) = adjF (X,
1
t
·
(G+G′)). By Lemma 3.4, we have
adjF (X,
1
t
· (G+G′)) ⊂ adjF (X,
1
t
· Vt,ǫ,DF ).

Lemma 3.6. There exists a constant 0 < ǫ0 ≪ 1 such that
a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||)) = a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ0,DF ||))
for all ǫ < ǫ0. Moreover, if we denote this coherent sheaf by F||DF ||,
then
(1) H i(A,F||DF || ⊗OA(L)) = 0 if i > 0 and L− gH is ample;
(2) F||DF || ⊗OA(L) is generated if L− 2gH is ample.
Proof. By (3.3), one sees that if L− 2gH is ample, then there exists a
rational number 0 < ǫ0 ≪ 1 such that a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||))⊗
OA(L) is generated for all 0 < ǫ ≤ ǫ0. Therefore, if the inclusion
a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ′,DF ||)) ⊂ a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||))
is strict for some 0 < ǫ′ < ǫ ≤ ǫ0, then
h0(a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ′,DF ||))⊗OA(L))
< h0(a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||))⊗OA(L)).
Since H0(A, a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ0,DF ||))⊗OA(L)) is finite dimen-
sional, we may assume that the above inclusions are equalities for any
0 < ǫ′ < ǫ ≤ ǫ0 ≪ 1.
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The remaining statements then follow from (3.3). 
Lemma 3.7. The sheaf F||DF || is independent of H.
Proof. Standard. 
Convention. Fixed H and DF as above, we may pick 0 < ǫ ≪ 1,
t = t(ǫ)≫ 0 and D ∈ |t(mKX+a
∗ǫH)| such that F||DF || is computed
by (ǫ, t, D), that is
F||DF || = a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ⊗ adjF (X,
1
t
·D)).
3.3. Inductive limits. Let πk : Ak → A be multiplication by 2
k so
that πk = πk−1 ◦ π1 and Ak ∼= A. We let Xk = X ×A Ak and πX,k :
Xk → X , ak : Xk → Ak. We have a sequence of inclusions of OA
modules
OA ⊂ π1∗OA1 ⊂ π2∗OA2 · · · ⊂ O∞ :=
⋃
i≥0
πi∗OAi .
Then O∞ is the direct sum of all topological trivial line bundles P ∈
Pic0(A) such that π∗kP = OAk for some k > 0. We may think of A∞ as
the inverse limit of the system . . . Ak → Ak−1 → . . ..
We have the following diagram
Xk
πX,k
−−−→ Xyak
ya
Ak
πk−−−→ A
Fix once and for all a very ample divisor H on A, and let Hk be
the corresponding divisor on Ak so that π
∗
kH ≡ 2
2kHk (see for example
[Mumford70, Section 6, Corollary 3]). Let Fk||DF || ∈ Coh(Ak) be the
sheaves defined analogously to F||DF || (cf. (3.6)) so that
Fk||DF || = ak∗(ω
⊗m+1
Xk
⊗ adjFk(Xk,
1
t
·Dk))
where Fk = a
−1
k (0)
∼= F , and Dk is a general member of V
k
t,ǫ,DF
:=
|t(mKXk + a
∗
kǫHk)| such that Dk|Fk = tDF , 0 < ǫ≪ 1 and t≫ 0.
Let Vk||DF || be the coherent sheaves onAk defined using J (Xk, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||)
instead of adjFk(Xk, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||) so that
Vk||DF || = ak∗(ω
⊗m+1
Xk
⊗ J (Xk, ||V
k
•,ǫ,DF
||)).
We now define coherent sheaves on A
Gk||DF || := πk∗F
k
||DF ||
, Wk||DF || := πk∗V
k
||DF ||
.
Since adjFk(Xk, ||V
k
•,ǫ,DF
||) ⊂ J (Xk, ||V
k
•,ǫ,DF
||), we have Gk||DF || ⊂ W
k
||DF ||
for all k > 0.
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Lemma 3.8. For all k > 0 we have inclusions
Gk||DF || ⊂ G
k+1
||DF ||
and Wk||DF || ⊂ W
k+1
||DF ||
⊂ V||DF || ⊗ πk+1∗OAk+1 .
Proof. By induction on k, to prove the first inclusion, it suffices to
prove that F||DF || ⊂ π1∗F
1
||DF ||
.
We may assume that there exist ǫ0, t0 and D ∈ |t0(mKX + a
∗ǫ0H)|
such that F||DF || is computed by (ǫ0, t0, D). Let D1 = π
∗
X,1D on X1. It
is clear that
D1 ∈ π
∗
X,1|t0(mKX+a
∗ǫ0H)| ⊂ |π
∗
X,1(t0(mKX+a
∗ǫ0H))| = |t0(mKX1+a
∗
1ǫ0π
∗
1H)|.
We may furthermore assume that with this choice of ǫ0 and t0, a general
element D′1 ∈ |t0(mKX1 + a
∗
1ǫ0π
∗
1H)| computes F
1
||DF ||
. We have
adjF1(X1,
1
t
·D′1) ⊃ adjF1(X1,
1
t
·D1)
⊃ adjπ−1
X,1
(F )(X1,
1
t
·D1) = π
∗
X,1adjF (X,
1
t
·D).
The desired inclusion now follows by pushing forward (via a) the in-
clusion
ω⊗m+1X ⊗ adjF (X,
1
t
·D) ⊂ πX,1∗(ω
⊗m+1
X1
⊗ π∗X,1adjF (X,
1
t
·D))
⊂ πX,1∗(ω
⊗m+1
X1
⊗ adjF1(X1,
1
t
·D′1)).
The proof of the inclusions Wk||DF || ⊂ W
k+1
||DF ||
⊂ V||DF || ⊗ πk+1∗OAk+1
is similar. 
4. Proofs of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
Lemma 4.1. If κ(X) = 0 and Pm+1(X) = 1, then V
k
||DF ||
is a unipotent
vector bundle and for all k > 0 we have
Gk||DF || ⊂ W
k
||DF ||
= V||DF || ⊗ πk∗OAk .
Proof. The inclusion Gk||DF || ⊂ W
k
||DF ||
has already been observed above.
Since Xk → X is e´tale, κ(Xk) = 0 and hence 1 ≥ Pm+1(Xk) ≥
Pm+1(X) = 1. By the proof of [Hacon04, 5.4], for all k > 0 we
have that Vk||DF || is a unipotent vector bundle on Ak of rank r (where
0 < r ≤ Pm+1(F )). Hence V
k
||DF ||
admits a filtration with successive
quotients isomorphic to OAk . Since πk∗OAk =
⊕
P∈Ker(Ak→Aˆk)
P is a
homogeneous vector bundle of rank 22kg, it follows that πk∗V
k
||DF ||
is
homogeneous of rank 22kgr.
On the other hand, V||DF ||⊗πk∗OAk has rank 2
2kgr and so the inclu-
sion Wk||DF || ⊂ V||DF || ⊗ πk∗OAk of homogeneous vector bundles of the
same rank gives the required equality. 
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Corollary 4.2. Let pk : Ak → Ak−1 be the induced morphism. Then
the natural map p∗kV
k−1
||DF ||
→ Vk||DF || is an isomorphism.
Proof. Consider the isomomorphism
pk∗p
∗
kV
k−1
||DF ||
∼= Vk−1||DF || ⊗ pk∗OAk
∼= pk∗V
k
||DF ||
where the first equality is given by the projection formula and last
equality follows from (4.1). Since pk is e´tale, we then have a homomor-
phism p∗kV
k−1
||DF ||
→ Vk||DF || which is a isomomorphism of homogeneous
vector bundles. 
Remark 4.3. In order to prove (1.3), we would like to argue as follows:
Let
G∞||DF || =
⋃
k>0
Gk||DF || ⊂ V||DF || ⊗O∞.
We will show (cf. (4.5)) that for any sufficiently ample line bundle L
on Aˆ, we have
H i(A,G∞||DF || ⊗ Lˆ
∨) = 0 ∀i > 0.
By (2.1), we have that
RΓ(RSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗ L) ∼= Dk(RΓ(G
∞
||DF ||
)⊗ Lˆ∨)
which (following the proof of [Hacon04, 1.2]) should imply that RSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))
is a sheaf so that
V 0(G∞||DF ||) ⊃ V
1(G∞||DF ||) ⊃ . . . ⊃ V
g(G∞||DF ||).
But then as G∞||DF || 6= 0, by section 2.2, we have H
0(A,G∞||DF || ⊗ P ) 6= 0
for some P ∈ Pic0(A). In turn this implies that
H0(Xk, ω
⊗m+1
Xk
⊗ adjFk(Xk,
1
i
· V ki,ǫ,DF )⊗ P ) = H
0(A,Gk||DF || ⊗ P ) 6= 0.
Let 0 6= σ ∈ H0(Xk, ω
⊗m+1
Xk
⊗ adjFk(Xk,
1
i
· V ki,ǫ,DF )⊗ P ), then from the
inclusion
adjFk(Xk,
1
i
· V ki,ǫ,DF ) →֒ J (DF ) = OF (−DF ),
it follows that σ|F ∈ ω
⊗m+1
F (−DF ). If κ(F ) > 0, then DF varies in a
positive dimensional family so that κ(ω⊗m+1Xk ⊗ P ) > 0. This in turn
implies that κ(X) > 0. Therefore, if κ(X) = 0, we conclude that
κ(F ) = 0.
Lemma 4.4. Let Q be the cokernel of the inclusion G∞||DF || →֒ V||DF ||⊗
O∞. Then Q is a coherent sheaf.
Proof. Recall that there is an inclusion Fk||DF || →֒ V
k
||DF ||
. Let Rk be the
cokernel of this inclusion. Since πk is e´tale, R
1πk∗F
k
||DF ||
= 0. Thus,
pushing forward by πk, we obtain short exact sequences
0→ Gk||DF || → V||DF || ⊗ µk∗OAk → Qk → 0.
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Consider now the morphism pk : Ak → Ak−1. We have the following
commutative diagram of short exact sequences:
0 −−−→ pk
∗Fk−1||DF || −−−→ pk
∗Vk−1||DF || −−−→ pk
∗Rk−1 −−−→ 0
α′
y β′
y γ′
y
0 −−−→ Fk||DF || −−−→ V
k
||DF ||
−−−→ Rk −−−→ 0.
Notice that by the proof of (3.8) α′ is inclusion and by (4.2) β ′ is
an isomorphism. Therefore γ′ is surjective. Pushing forward via pk,
one sees that the composition Rk−1 → pk
∗Rk−1 → Rk is surjective.
Therefore, we have a commutative diagram
0 −−−→ Fk−1||DF || −−−→ V
k−1
||DF ||
−−−→ Rk−1 −−−→ 0
α
y β
y γ
y
0 −−−→ pk∗F
k
||DF ||
−−−→ pk∗V
k
||DF ||
−−−→ pk∗Rk −−−→ 0
where γ is surjective. Pushing forward via πk−1, we then have the
surjection φk−1 : Qk−1 → Qk for all k > 0. Since Qk has finite length
(for all k), we have that φk is an isomorphism for k ≫ 0. Let Q = Qk
for k ≫ 0 be the resulting coherent sheaf. Taking the direct limit of the
push-forward of the above diagram, we thus complete the proof. 
Lemma 4.5. If L is any sufficiently ample line bundle on Aˆ, then
H i(A,G∞||DF || ⊗ Lˆ
∨) = 0 for i > 0.
Proof. By [Hartshorne77, III.2.9], since G∞||DF || = lim−→G
k
||DF ||
, then
H i(A,G∞||DF || ⊗ Lˆ
∨) = lim−→H
i(A,Gk||DF || ⊗ Lˆ
∨).
It suffices therefore to check that for any L, we have H i(A,Gk||DF || ⊗
Lˆ∨) = 0 for i > 0 and k ≫ 0. Let φL : Aˆ → A, then φ
∗
LLˆ
∨ ∼= L⊕h
where h = h0(L), and so Lˆ∨ is an ample vector bundle. If A′k = Ak×AAˆ,
then we have the following diagram:
A′k
ψ
−−−→ Aˆ
ρ
y
yφL
Ak
πk−−−→ A
Notice that:
(1) deg(ρ) = h.
(2) ρ∗π∗kLˆ
∨ = ψ∗φ∗LLˆ
∨ = ψ∗L⊕h is a direct sum of line bundles.
(3) Since ρ∗Hk is an ample line bundle, 3ρ
∗Hk is very ample.
(4) Since 3Hk ⊗m0 is generated, so is 3gρ
∗Hk ⊗mρ−1(0).
(5) Since Lˆ∨ − δH is ample for some δ > 0 and π∗kH ≡ 2
2kHk, it
follows that π∗kLˆ
∨ ⊗ OAk(−3gHk) is ample for k ≫ 0. Thus
ρ∗(π∗kLˆ
∨ ⊗OAk(−3gHk)) is a direct sum of ample line bundles.
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Let X ′k = Xk ×Ak A
′
k, a
′
k : X
′
k → A
′
k and F
′
k ⊂ X
′
k be the inverse image
of Fk (so that F
′
k = a
′
k
−1(ρ−1(0)) has h distinct irreducible components
isomorphic to Fk). It is easy to see that
ρ∗(Fk||DF ||) = a
′
k∗(ω
⊗m+1
X′
k
⊗ adjF ′
k
(X ′k,
1
t
·D′k)),
where D′k ∈ |tm(KX′k +a
′
k
∗
ρ∗ǫHk)| is the pull-back of a general element
Dk ∈ |tm(KXk +a
∗
kǫHk)| such that Dk|Fk = tDF , 0 < ǫ≪ 1 and t≫ 0.
Since 1
t
·D′k ∼Q m(KX′k +(ρ◦a
′
k)
∗ǫHk) and π
∗
kLˆ
∨⊗OAk(−(3g+mǫ)Hk)
is ample for ǫ≪ 0, by (3.3), one sees that
H i(A′k, ρ
∗(Fk||DF ||⊗π
∗
kLˆ
∨)) = H i(A′k, a
′
k∗(ω
⊗m+1
X′
k
⊗adjF ′
k
(X ′k,
1
t
·D′k))⊗ρ
∗π∗kLˆ
∨) = 0
for all i > 0. Since ρ is e´tale, by the projection formula we have that
H i(Ak,F
k
||DF ||
⊗ π∗kLˆ
∨) = 0 ∀i > 0.
Since πk is e´tale, and πk∗F||DF || = G
k
||DF ||
, it now follows easily that
H i(A,Gk||DF || ⊗ Lˆ
∨) = 0 for i > 0 and k ≫ 0. 
Lemma 4.6. We have RiSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
)) = 0 for i 6= g.
Proof. Since V||DF ||⊗O∞ =
⊕
P∈Ker(πˆk)
V||DF ||⊗P , then (cf. Subsection
2.2)
RSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗O∞)) = R
gSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗O∞)) =
⊕
P∈Ker(πˆk)
RgSˆ(DA(V||DF ||⊗P )) =
⊕
P∈Ker(πˆk)
̂V∨||DF || ⊗ P
∨ =
⊕
x∈Ker(πk)
T ∗x (V̂
∨
||DF ||
).
Therefore, by (4.4), we get an exact sequence
0→ Rg−1Sˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))→ D̂A(Q)→ R
gSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗O∞))
→ RgSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))→ 0.
In particular, RiSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
)) = 0 for i 6∈ {g − 1, g} and D̂A(Q) →
RgSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗O∞)) is a homomorphism from a unipotent vector
bundle to a direct sum of Artinian modules. Let
τ = Im
(
D̂A(Q)→ R
gSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗O∞))
)
and consider the induced short exact sequence
0→ τ → RgSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗O∞))→ R
gSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))→ 0.
Since τ ⊂ RgSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗O∞)) are direct sums of Artinian modules,
so isRgSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
)). This implies in particularH i(Aˆ, RgSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗
L) = 0 for i > 0 and any line bundle L.
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Since Rg−1Sˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
)) ⊂ D̂A(Q) is a coherent sheaf, we then have
thatRg−1Sˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗L is generated andH i(Aˆ, Rg−1Sˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗
L) = 0 for i > 0, and L sufficiently ample.
Following the proof of [Hacon04, 1.2], we consider the spectral se-
quence
E
i,j
2 = R
iΓ(RjSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗ L)
abutting to Ri+jΓ(RSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
)) ⊗ L). Since Ei,j2 = 0 if (i, j) 6∈
{(0, g− 1), (0, g)}, it follows that the above spectral sequence degener-
ates at the E2 term.
By (2.1), we have that
Dk(RΓ(G
∞
||DF ||
⊗ Lˆ∨)) ∼= RΓ(RSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗ L).
By (4.5), we have that RΓ(G∞||DF ||⊗Lˆ
∨) = R0Γ(G∞||DF ||⊗Lˆ
∨). Therefore,
Rg−1Γ(RSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗ L) = 0 and hence E0,g−12 = 0.
But then R0Γ(Rg−1Sˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗L) = 0 so thatRg−1Sˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
))⊗
L = 0. 
Corollary 4.7. G∞||DF ||
∼= V||DF || ⊗O∞.
Proof. Since D̂A(Q) → R
gSˆ(DA(V||DF || ⊗ O∞)) is an injection from a
vector bundle to a direct sum of torsion sheaves, D̂A(Q) = 0. Thus
RgSˆ(DA(G
∞
||DF ||
)) ∼= RgSˆ(DA(V||DF ||⊗O∞)) and the claim easily follows
cf. Section (2.2). 
We will now prove Theorem 1.3:
Theorem 4.8. Let a : X → A be an algebraic fiber space, F the general
fiber and A an abelian variety. If κ(X) = 0, then κ(F ) = 0.
Proof. Since κ(X) = 0, St := {P ∈ Pic
0(X)|h0(ω⊗tX ⊗P ) 6= 0} = {OX}
for all t > 0 sufficiently divisible cf. [CH02, 3.2]. Since V||DF || ⊂
a∗(ω
⊗m+1
X ) is a unipotent vector bundle, then for any m+1 sufficiently
divisible, we have that H0(A,G∞||DF ||)
∼= H0(A,V||DF ||⊗O∞) 6= 0. Since
H0(A,G∞||DF ||) = lim−→
H0(A,Gk||DF ||),
we have that
H0(A,Gk||DF ||) 6= 0 ∀k ≫ 0.
Pick any k such that
H0(Xk, ω
⊗m+1
Xk
⊗adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||)) = H
0(Ak,F
k
||DF ||
) = H0(A,Gk||DF ||) 6= 0.
Since κ(X) = 0, we have κ(Xk) = 0 and hence H
0(Xk, ω
⊗m+1
Xk
⊗
adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||))
∼= C. Let 0 6= σ ∈ H0(Xk, ω
⊗m+1
Xk
⊗adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||)),
then as the homomorphism adjF (X, ||V•,ǫ,DF ||) → J (F,DF ) is sur-
jective, σ|F vanishes along DF . If κ(F ) > 0, then we may assume
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that DF varies in a positive dimensional family |DF | and hence that
h0(Xk, ω
⊗m+1
Xk
) > 0. This is a contradiction and hence κ(F ) = 0. 
We will now prove Theorem 1.2:
Theorem 4.9. Let f : X → Y be an algebraic fiber space with Y
of maximal Albanese dimension and general fiber F . Then κ(X) ≥
κ(Y ) + κ(F ).
Proof. Assume that κ(X) < 0, and let aX : X → AX (resp. aY : Y →
AY ) be the albanese morphism of X (resp. of Y ). Let αX : X → X
′
(resp. αY : Y → Y
′) be the Stein factorization of aX (resp. aY ).
Since f∗OX = OY , it follows that X → Y
′ is the Stein factorization of
X → AY . But then f
′ : X ′ → Y ′ is an algebraic fiber space and the
following diagram is commutative
X
αX−−−→ X ′
βX−−−→ AX
f
y f ′
y
y
Y
αY−−−→ Y ′
βY−−−→ AY .
Since Y is of maximal Albanese dimension, αY is birational. Let G
be the general fiber of αX : X → X
′ and E be the general fiber of
X ′ → Y ′. Then F maps surjectively on to E with general fiber G. By
[Lai09, 3.1] (applied to X → X ′), one sees that κ(G) < 0. By the easy
addition formula (applied to F → E), one sees that κ(F ) < 0. Thus
the Theorem is true if κ(X) < 0.
We may therefore assume that κ(X) ≥ 0. We will follow the argu-
ments of [Mori85, 6.4].
We will first show that the statement holds when κ(Y ) = 0. In this
case, by Kawamata’s Theorem (cf. [Kawamata81]), we may assume
that Y is an abelian variety. Let G be the general fiber of φ : X → Z,
the Iitaka fibration of X , then κ(G) = 0. Let K = f(G), then K is an
abelian subvariety of Y and f |G : G → K is the Albanese map of G.
The general fiber of f |G is F
′ := F ∩ G. By (4.8), we have κ(F ′) = 0.
On the other hand, F ′ can is the general fiber of φF : F → Z. By easy
addition, we have
κ(F ) ≤ κ(F ′) + dim(im(φF )) ≤ dimZ = κ(X).
We now consider the general case. Let Y → AY be the Albanese
map of Y and Y ′ be the Stein factorization of Y → AY . Then Y → Y
′
is birational. We may thus replace Y by Y ′ and assume that Y → AY
is finite. By [Kawamata81, Theorem 13], after replacing X and Y by
e´tale covers, we may assume that there is an abelian variety K and
a variety of general type W such that Y is isomorphic to W × K.
Note that κ(W ) = dimW = κ(Y ). Let E be the general fiber of the
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algebraic fiber space X →W . By [Kawamata81, Theorem 3], one has
κ(X) ≥ κ(E) + κ(W ) = κ(E) + κ(Y ).
Notice also that f |E : E → K has general fiber F . Since κ(K) = 0, by
what we have shown above, we have
κ(E) ≥ κ(F ) + κ(K) = κ(F ).
Hence we have
κ(X) ≥ κ(Y ) + κ(F ),
as required.

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